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Powered by West Trax …

THE RED HAT AUTOMATED
MIGRATION ASSESSMENT
FOR SAP LANDSCAPES
On the Road to SAP S/4HANA

West Trax (WT) is the independent authority for FACTS about a customer’s
SAP® systems landscape, uniquely saving significant time and money vs.
traditional manual workshops. C Suite executives love simple and accuracy!
Red Hat bundles West Trax assessments with their specific operating
analysis, to provide the total migration picture. Red Hat is Linux of choice
for most Fortune-class enterprises and certified for SAP HANA.
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Numbers, and data, don’t lie in this age of analytics.
FACTS, from 1,640 code migration assessments, provide the unobstructed view of today’s SAP
systems maturity landscape. What will you migrate, leave behind, and why?
Do you know all the FACTS that guarantee that your SAP systems are future-proof e.g. the new SAP
technology can be used without problems, a seamless transition to digital migration is possible?

Source: 1,640 West Trax assessments across 15 industries
Cost-effective West Trax automated
migration assessment methodology
can typically save an SAP customer
up to 70% of fees spent in months of
Face-to-Face workshops.
Results are produced in 5 – 15 days,
with the added value of Red Hat
analysis for extended benefits you
cannot get anywhere else.
Benchmarks data powers West Trax
analysis software. Since 2002, this
depth of comprehensive set of
migration assessments benchmarks
is assembled in this trusted resource!
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Two Levels of Automated Migration Assessments!
Values to assess on the journey to SAP S/4HANA
Image linked to reference

C Suite … executive assessments to leverage realtime decision values that save money, increase
agility, and ensure stability, running on Red Hat
Enterprise Linux for digital transformation.
LoB Mgmt. … strategic assessments to optimize
performance reliability and data sharing values for
apps across a customer’s organization, to digitally
transform and run on Red Hat.
IT Mgmt. … project assessments for flexibility and
agility values that cut costs of big data analysis and
reports for critical digital transformation plans with
SAP certified Red Hat.

EXECUTIVE: Red Hat Automated Migration Assessment for SAP Landscapes:
Runs 5 days - helps the C Suite know where the organization stands today.
8 KPI benchmarks are analyzed to increase
business value quickly, using this cost-effective
assessment across all ERP modules in your
ERP system. This enables Sr. Executives to
rapidly determine their SAP systems maturity
landscape. The unique Red Hat West Trax
partnership with the BTT In-Memory Apps
Institute assures vital transparency for
business standards.

Compare this executive advantage with
module-by-module ERP assessments that
chew up budgets, using Face-to-Face
workshops. They drive up costs in man hours
… plus, human errors add to costs.

Board members love the West Trax lean action; this ensures veracity,
saving money to instead spend on migration implementations for digital
transformation benefits … using your System Integrator or Consultant. This
is an absolute insurance policy and why SAP endorses these assessments!
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BUSINESS PROCESS DEEP DIVE ANAYLSIS: With S/4HANA Fit Gap
Runs 10 days - the cost-effective next step IT & LoB can leverage
SAP ERP software is the leading solution to
run enterprises and Red Hat is the Fortuneclass Linux of choice. The deep dive
methodology probes each of those 8 KPI
metrics identified in the executive level
assessment.
This finds all FACTS without workshops or
interviews, without any great effort for you.

Customized Tools & Services are used for your
organization, in your industry. The depth of
benchmarks data assures transparency across
an SAP customer’s landscape. Since 2002,
more SAP customers rely on West Trax
automated software methods designed to
assure that your SAP system is used optimally
and the capital invested is effectively used.
See typical S/4HANA References in this pdf.

Two Ways to Capitalize
Super Über App: totally disrupts other migration assessments available to SAP customers, in a
12 month subscription for unlimited cloud usage across your entire SAP systems landscape. This
SAP Cloud Platform app is designed for SAP customers to run on their device of choice!
The SAP Cloud Platform subscription includes the new Business Transformation Today (BTT)
migration assessments challenges dashboard + your choice of BTT’s Value Realization Intelligence
for Workforce Engagement (SuccessFactors and HCM) or Finance on S/4HANA.

Standard Über Assessment: if you prefer the traditional approach, you can use the
assessment methodology in a total one-time event, where the data is gathered from your location and
processed at West Trax. The data collection cycle only takes a few hours.

Either way: customers gain a significant value-added analysis from the Red Hat services team
Results2Advice, and BTT In-Memory Apps Institute having rated these assessments with the highest
levels of Standards-Certification in the SAP marketplace!
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Assessment References:
West Trax S/4HANA … Red Hat Analysis Values

Image linked to reference

See the complete set of West Trax references.
Add values Red Hat enterprise customers harness for years.

Plan Now, Know the Road Ahead
CIO’s talk about getting ahead of the digital transformation curve.
Whereas CFO’s and CEO’s - like the CEO at the Hershey
Company who says that these things are happening faster than
ever – wonder when a competitor will disrupt their business.
Our simple objective – our goal is to answer your questions, to help each SAP customer gain
competitive advantage to realize values of apps across the SAP Digital Business Framework.
Your first step - plan early, starting with SAP HANA, to save your organization a considerable amount
of unnecessary effort, and cut costs both in the short and long run.
The cost-effective automated migration assessment - intelligence your organization can leverage
today with analysis from Red Hat and West Trax. Packaged with business value realization
dashboards at Business Transformation Today, you will be ready for your System Integrator or VAR
to implement migrations on the journey to S/4HANA!

The Red Hat / West Trax team helps an SAP customer consider their organization’s
complete technology landscape and determine benefits of enterprise-wide Red Hat
economies of scale … SAP HANA requires certified Linux to run.
The Red Hat / West Trax partnership is allied with Business Transformation Today,
the exclusive digital publisher providing intelligence for management decisions in
the digital
economy.
st Trax
Automated Migration Assessment vs. SAP Free Tools
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